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UNIT 5 Assessment: Interpersonal Writing
Looking Forward to your Visit
ü I am able to write in some detail about something I’ve read
ü I can write about something that might happen, and why
ü I can give my opinion about something that I have read, and offer supporting evidence for my opinion what I’ve read

Scenario

Your pen-pal Daisuke will be arriving from Japan soon, to stay for two weeks. Write
him a letter that introduces him to one place he will see when he visits you. Your
letter could focus on your classroom, school or home, or your favorite shopping
center or movie theatre. Include specific information about a trip that you have
taken recently to this location, and why. Try to use a variety of sentence patterns.
Use conjunctions to make more complex sentences, and use at least one modifying
clause. Try to make at least one comparative statement using 〜より or 〜ほど, and
close your presentation with a statement about how you are looking forward** to
spending time with Daisuke.
**楽しみにしています
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